
AN EASY STEP BY STEP GUIDE 
UNCOVER HOW TO  ACTIVELY

RECALL INFORMATION
LEARN WAYS TO USE FLASHCARDS

& MINDMAPS

ACTIVE RECALL > PASSIVE LEARNING
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5 steps to
study

effectively
Active recall > Passive learning 

Showcasing real-life study examples I use &
how  you can apply it to your studying!



I'm Jane, 2020 
Pharmacy Graduate. 

I hope this handout can set you free from studying anxieties
regarding what works well when it comes to studying effectively.

With so much content to study in preparation for an exam, it
without a doubt can get overwhelming! I feel you! 

From thinking of the best ways to make use of time in a lecture
to how best to retain the information presented to you and the

list sure does go on, right?!

Studying effectively is something which sure does evolve for
the better as we journey through our university degrees and

become more aware of what works best for us. 

After my 4 years studying Pharmacy, I finally found a method
which was very effective and helped me to get through the

content we get assessed in our exams. 

I shall be using this method as I prepare for my qualifying exam-
yup! I feel it is really that good and I hope it helps you too! :)

Jane xo

“Don’t confuse recognising
information with being able

to recall it.”

Adam Robinson, author of  
What Smart Students

Hey, friend!
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Step 1: What to do during a lecture/
online webinar etc

Focus on annotating additional points
mentioned/emphasised. 

Highlighters may well become your best friend! 

They sure did for me. I found it so effective to highlight key bits of
information during a lecture. It always helps in staying alert and

focussed! :) 

Step 2: After the
lecture- digest the content!

Don’t write the lecture notes up! 
This is something I used to do a lot and to be honest in hindsight, it

was a waste of time as it does not aid active recalling! 

Instead of writing notes up,  focus on reading your lecture notes
again and becoming aware of the key points covered. 

Anything you don’t understand from the lecture notes, take a step
back & make use of pharmacy study resources to help you gain a

 firm understanding.  

Now you understand the content- read & absorb it all
again! 

Don’t write notes up and let the active recalling process begin! 😊



Step 3: Formulate
active recall questions

Instead of coping this information down and attempting to recall
it by reading it, break it down into questions you can actively

recall later!

Here are some examples of the above text can be converted into
questions! :) 

Ensuring you understand the content, instead of writing the
notes up word for word focus on creating sets of questions based

on the content.

For example, if you are studying asthma and Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD),  you may be

reading lecture notes/a book/article which presents information
like this:
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Step 4: Actively recalling
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I guess you may be wondering how best to present active recall
questions? Here a few ways: 

In the form of a table: 
Make a column for questions and another colum for answers 

Or making use of handmade flash cards- question
on one side, answer on the other. 

Or electronic flashcards- great apps I've used include: Anki &
Quizlet

Once all the content has been
translated into questions and answers. 

Give yourself  a break, friend- you deserve it! 

Revisit the questions and begin to actively
recall the correct answers.

 Try to recall as much as possible. 
This will help you identify your strengths and weaknesses. 

Begin to separate the questions into
those you know well and those you don’t. 

Hone in on the ones you don’t know
well repeatedly.



Step 5: Form links within your 
study content
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I love this step as it really helps to
consolidate information I am studying. 

I normally did this in the build up to the exam. By forming links, I
have found allows me to answer exam questions in

whatever context they come in as I will already have ideas of how
the content is intertwined. 

This skill is very important as assessments test understanding
and ability to link information together- not just regurgitate

information from lecture slides!

Ways to do this: mind-mapping!
Write the title/topic you’re studying in the middle 

Branch off all the sub-topics and add all relevant information. 

You can use your flashcards to relay information onto
the mindmap.

Be sure to use lots of colour and
images where possible to aid memory retention! 

 
In the build-up to the exam repeatedly make lots of random smaller

mind maps to see how much you can remember.

As soon as you remember one part well,
cross it out and keep narrowing down to what you don’t remember.  It

can be daunting at first, but with some persistence  you should
hopefully remember it all. :) Another good implementation here is to

teach someone else the content you've been studying!



Skimming through lecture notes before the lecture/online
session is always very helpful

ALWAYS do any practice questions/quizzes you are provided with-
make sure to know them inside out. 

I found doing this to be a great way to have an  insight into how
exam questions will be phrased and identiy my weak stops which I

need to review

Additional Key Points
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My favourite study YouTube videos:



STUDY AFFIRMATIONS:

I AM INTELLIGENT 
I AM GIFTED IN WHAT I DO

FAILURE NEVER DEFINES ME- IT
MERELY TEACHES ME SOMETHING 

NEW
I AM GETTING BETTER EVERY DAY

I AM DETERMINED
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Good luck!

*Ps~hey  I know it is so easily done sometimes, but
NEVER be afraid to ask for help when you need it. :) 

You'll be surprised by how many others are feeling
exactly as you are. At times it only takes one person
to be vulnerable and open, and kick of the wave of

support. 

You're never in it alone! Yes, even if at times it may
feel like it. 

Rest with the truth that thoughts aren't facts, you
have abounding purpose and you are capable! :)

Jane xo


